User Refillable Gas Bottles & Gas Tank Systems

GAS IT Doc No. E014

An OEM fitted product Distributed by LPG by Design Limited.
Thank you for buying a latest Specification and Genuine UK & EU GAS IT Refillable GAS IT Bottle which
has a proven 30 + years track record of sales & reliable service. By you buying a Genuine GAS IT product
you have not only bought the latest specification refillable GAS IT item available, but you also now join the
many hundreds of thousands of GAS IT customers who enjoy the savings and benefits of using and owning
a GAS IT self-refillable LPG product.
Before you try fitting and using your purchased GAS IT product we always recommend laying all the
GAS IT products you have bought out in front of you to help you familiarise yourself with the parts you have
bought. Many of these parts will only connect to one other part so whilst it might seem daunting it really is
quite simple. If you have any questions visit the GAS IT technical knowledgebase online at
www.GASIT.co.uk for up to date information on the GAS IT products or to place your questions
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So where to go next.
To help you out with the product usage and installation, and before you install the products, we have a full
online Technical support, Video’s and Knowledgebase section via a click able link on the top of the GAS IT
webshop main page ( www.gasit.co.uk ). If you have any questions the Knowledgebase is the most secure
way to also contact us to ask your question.
Once you have read the relevant parts on the GAS IT products you have, on the GAS IT FAQ and
Tech Help Knowledgebase, then proceed and move on to assembling and fitting the items you have
bought.
Checking gas level indicator & removing any air from the bottle.
Before you fix the bottle to the vehicle or attempt to pipe it up, hold the bottle and gently rock and roll the
bottle it from side to side which will show you that the gas level indictor and float system is working
correctly as the needle on the gauge will go from empty to full and back again. When you are happy the
gauge is working continue to install the gas bottle in your vehicle.
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Once the install of your bottle and filling system is complete and before connecting the pigtail to the outlet
tap open the gas outlet tap and release any air left
in the bottle. Once there is no more air escaping close the tap fully and connect the pigtail before
attempting to go and fill it.
If you’re unsure of anything to do with the installations or functionality of the bottle please visit the GAS IT
knowledge base at www.GASIT.co.uk for video’s and up to date information or call the GAS IT technical
line before fitting or filling with LPG.
When it comes to testing the bottle after install we always recommend testing for leaks and functionality of
the bottle first with air, then purge with LPG vapour and when you have carried out the same leak and
functional tests and are happy, move on and put 2 ltrs of LPG in the bottle before checking for leaks once
again. Only when you know the system is working and functioning right would we recommend filling up
with LPG fully. This is so you can always remove the bottle if there is a problem and not have to drain a
full bottle of gas out.

Please Note : The gas level indicator on the gas bottle is only an indication of the gas contents and not an
exact display as it is not a calibrated unit. All gas level indicators fitted to bottles work by floating on the
liquid LPG in the bottle but as LPG expands and contracts with temperature this level might show slightly
different throughout the day and thus can vary. If you want further clarification, there is a section on our
GAS IT Knowledgebase in the ‘bottle technical section.’
Note: Always check the installation before use for leaks and make sure all joints are tight and
secure and that the gas bottle is mounted in line with your country’s regulations. We always
recommend getting the installation checked by a qualified GAS IT installer after fitting and prior to
use.

Should you have any GAS IT Product Emergency usage questions, please contact: 01286 832443 or
mobile 0774 8554289. This mobile number is for emergency use only outside of office hours and not
a sales or technical support helpline.
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